
BOX 20  (Correspondence and manuscripts, 1987-1994) 
 
Christie, N. Bradley.  (see under James, Allston) 
DeBonis, Steven, Mrs. 
Duffy, Dan.  (see under Lawson, Melanie Brown) 
Fisher, Dennis.  (see under Hasford, Gustav) 
Hall, H. Palmer. (San Antonio, TX) [Two Letters (TLS, Feb. 9, 1993) transmitting 

manuscript collection of poems he has edited A measured response [to be 
published by St. Mary's Univ., San Antonio, TX] (108 leaves plus cover) and 
manuscript short story "Sonatas" (10 leaves, n.d.)] 

Hall, Mitchell. (Asst. Prof. of History, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY and Central 
Michigan Univ., Mount Pleasant, MI) [Letter (TLS, Sept. 27, 1993) transmitting 
manuscript article "Radical observations: a participant's account of the sixties" (19 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Nov 2, 1993) inquiring on status of article; Letter (TLS 
Feb 1, 1994) thanks for response to submission and enclosing John Junot's 
permission to publish: letter (TLS, Apr. 13, 1987) to John A. Junot requesting 
permission to publish his manuscript notes from the UK Special Collections with  
Junot's signed permission and a photocopy of the first leaf of the manuscript (3 
leaves); Letter (TLS May 17, 1994) transmitting disc of revised text with printout 
(22 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS June 23, 1994) transmitting corrected page proofs (2 
copies, 10 leaves ea.) [VNG 6 1/2]] 

Hara, Erikco. (Tokyo, Japan) [Letter (TLS May 28, 1998) acknowledging receipt of VNG 
back issue] 

Harder, Robert O.  (Chicago, IL)  [Letters (TLS Feb. 6, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
short story “Kills from the sky” (26 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 21, 1994) 
withdrawing story because it has been accepted elsewhere] 

Harris, Bertha.  (San Clemente, CA)  [Letter (TLS Oct. 26, 1992) sorry for addressing as 
"Mr. Tal" and happy VNG will publish her poem "Casualty" [VNG 5 1-4]] 

Hasford, Gustav. [Letter (TLS [photocopy?] Feb. 24, 1980) describing Bantam Books 
failure to send out review copies of his just published novel The phantom blooper; 
with photocpies of articles and a 1989 ALS from Hasford (in San Luis Obispo, 
CA County Jail) to Dennis Fisher (Santa Maria, CA)] 

Hebert, Thomas (Tom).  (Burlington, VT)  [Photocopy of New York times article (Nov. 
26 1989 no page shown) by Susan Pearsall “The Vietnam War is a newsletter’s 
focus” concerning Thomas Herbert's Vietnam newsletter] 

Held, George.  (New York, NY)  [Letters (ALS, July 13, 1993) ordering current VNG 
issue; Letter (ALS to Dan Duffy, Feb. 12, 1994) after two prior rejections, 
transmitting 3 new manuscript poems: "Praised be no one," "Another fall," and 
"Morning after" (4 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS on The Ledge letterhead paper, May 
28, 1994, 2 copies) thanks for letter of May 16 accepting three poems and 
subscribing to VNG; Letter (TLS June 15, 1994) proposing a chapbook and 
enclosing a sample issue of The Ledge Poetry and Fiction Magazine #16; Letter 
(TLS June 22, 1994) discussing changes proposed by K. Tal in his poems and 
corrections to enclosed page proofs (3 leaves, n.d.); Final proofs (3 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 6 1-2]; Letter (ALS Aug 17, 1994) commenting on David Connolly's 



poems in the “White Noise” series and enclosing sample pages from the Spring 
Church Book Company catalog (4 p., fall-winter 1993-94)] 

Henry, Ed  (Vienna, VA)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 9, 1993) transmitting manuscript essay 
"Forgive and forget - and then move on" (4 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Sept. 4, 
1993) with comments on 1993 conference at Fair Oaks in Fairfax] 

Hidalgo, Stephen P.  (Dept. of English, Univ. of Notre Dame)  [Letter (TLS May 12, 
1993) transmitting two poems on the conflict in Bosnia "Good night" and "The 
threat of force" (3 leaves, n.d.) and a report on PCA conference Vietnam section] 

Hirsch, Oliver.  (Sturm & Twang, 52 MacDougal St., NY, NY)  [Letter (TLS May 4, 
1993) commenting on a radio interview by Kali Tal on NPR or Monitor Radio 
and transmitting miscellaneous postcard concert announcements for the Sturm & 
Twang musical group (ca. 10 items)] 

Hirschman, Jack.  (San Francisco, CA)  [Postcard (May 1993) and 3 notes (ALS Jan., 
Feb. 21, June 1994) concerning a 120 p. poetry manuscript (title not given) which 
he sent for possible publication (not present)] 

Hodor, Timothy.  (Vienna, Austria)  [Letter (TLS Oct 6, 1993) transmitting two 
manuscript poems: "In the Vietnam vet's shoes" and "Autobiographical pinball" 
(2 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Jan. 31, 1994) thanks for accepting poem "In the 
Vietnam vets shoes" for publication; Postcard (n.d.) thanks for accepting poem 
"Autobiographical pinball"; Letter (TLS June 19, 1994 from Kali Tal) 
transmitting page proofs [letter text actually refers to another author's work (i.e. 
George Held) which is pointed out in ms note from Hoder] (2 leaves with ms 
emendations, n.d.); final proofs (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6 1-2]] 

Hogan, J. B.  (Tucson, AZ)  [Letter (TLS Sept 29, 1993) transmitting manuscript short 
story "Door gunner" (not present) with vita and biographical sketch; Letter (TLS 
Nov 10, 1993) thanks for response on "Door gunner" and transmitting manuscript 
short story "Napalm night" (10 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 4, 1994) sorry for 
assuming Kali Tal was male, and enclosing revised version of "Napalm night" (10 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS May 3, 1994) inquiring on status of revised version of 
story "Napalm night"; Letter (TLS May 24, 1994) granting permission to publish 
"Napalm night"; Page proofs of story (5 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]; Letter (ALS 
Feb. 1, 1995) sending address for Anthony Chiaviello who teaches a course on 
Vietnam at New Mexico State Univ.] 

Howlett, Charles (Chuck).  (West Islip, NY)  [Letter (TLS Feb 4, 1990) transmitting 
manuscript essay proof “Doves in a hawk’s nest: Vietnam and the American 
peace movement, 1965-75" (31 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Apr 10, 1992 from 
Patricia Howlett) inquiring about delays in publication of her husband's essay; 
Page proof (15 leaves, n.d. with manuscript emendations throughout) [VNG 4/3-
4]] 

Howlett, Patricia.  (see under Howlett, Charles) 
Hsiao, Lisa.  (see under King, William M.) 
Huff, Gerald D.  (Deerfield Beach, FL)  [Letter (TLS Oct. 30 1992) transmitting 

manuscript novel Wings of clay (290 leaves, c1990) with synopsis (2 leaves, 
n.d.)] 

Hunt, David.  (Joiner Center, Univ. of Massachusetts, Boston, MA)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 
20, 1990) responding to a Kali Tal letter (TLS from Kali Tal to Bill Ehrhart, Dec. 



19, 1989, copy included) which presents her views on the disorganiztion at the 
Joiner Center] 

Huy, Thanh Cao.  (Editor, Horizons of Vietnamese thought and experience, Milpitas, 
CA)  [Letter (TLS Nov. 9, 1992) thanks for sample issues of VNG and sending a 
subscription and commenting on intimidation by Vietnamese American gangsters] 

Huynh, Sanh Thong.  (Council on Southeast Asia Studies, Yale Univ., New Haven, CT)  
[Letter (TLS Dec. 12, 1988) providing names of scholars for VNG to contact; 
Letter (Sept. 7, 1989) thanks for invitation to contribute article but his interests do 
not focus on Vietnamese in the United States] 

Ismi, Asad.  (Hanoi, Vietnam)  [Letter (ALS Nov. 1, 1992) teaching at Institute of 
International Relations in Hanoi, attempts to publish thesis; Letter (ALS Feb 20, 
1993 with copy sent via UN pouch) has received $2000 from Geraldine 
Kunstadter Foundation for research project and inquiring on possible VNG 
publication of thesis; Letter (ALS May 1, 1993 with copy sent via UN pouch) did 
you get letter of 20 Feb?  in June will go to Pakistan for two months; 4 Letters 
(TLS May 19, 1992-June 29, 1992) rejections by various university presses of his 
Ph.D. thesis United States policy toward Vietnam, 1954-1955 ; Research proposal 
“Vietnam: an oral history” (1 leaf, 1993?) to be funded by VNG] 

Jackson, Miriam R. (Mim)  (Kent, OH)  [Letter (TLS Sept. 10, 1991) transmitting 
manuscript essay "Vietnam War refought: Kent State, 1977" (37 leaves, n.d.); 
Letter (TLS Apr. 19, 1992) sorry cannot afford to renew subscription and 
inquiring on status of her manuscript; Letter (ALS Aug. 9, 1994) month old 
marriage ended when husband killed in confrontation with a cop, setting up Kent 
Free School, why can't you publish her book?; Corrected page proof for "Peace 
through law: John Seiberling's vision of world order" and final page proof (each 
14 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Jaffe, Maggie.  (San Diego, CA)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 5, 1994) on teaching in 
Czechoslovakia and publication of her manuscript How the West was one; Email 
(Mar 16, 1994) from Kali Tal) on status of VNG and Burning Cities, willing to 
publish HtWwo, sixties scholars online; Email (Mar 17, 1994) will take a while to 
get HtWwo in shape; -Dec. 18, 1994); Letter (TLS Mar. 22, 1994) progress on 
HtWwo, looking for Czech sixties manuscripts; Email (Mar 23, 1994 from Kali 
Tal) on availability of grants and publishing projects; Fax (Jul 15, 1994) call for 
submissions to Fiction international's "Political correctness" issue; Postcard (Aug 
5, 1994) likes David Connolly's book and "White noise poetry" series, asks for 
more copies of VNG catalog;; Letter (TLS Aug 24, 1994) suggesting Poets & 
writers review VNG; Letter (TLS Sep 9, 1994) ordering copy of VNG and travel 
plans; Fax (Dec 18, 1994) list of magazines with subscription lists that might be 
of interest to VNG; Announcement for an exhibition: "Counterculture: alternative 
information from the underground press to the internet: February 24-April 20, 
1996" curated by Brian Wallis at Exit Art, New York, NY (1 sheet, 23 x 32 in., 
folded to 12 x 16 in.) with reproductions of various radical publications and 
posters on the verso] 

James, Allston.  (Carmel, CA)  [Letter (TLS Jan 18, 1989) requesting more info on VNG, 
describing his Vietnam experience and teaching experience, and transmitting flyer 
for his Vietnam course which he began six years earlier; Letter (TLS Mar 19, 



1989 to N. Bradley Christie, Stetson Univ. for VNG) transmitting report on 
teaching an English course called "Talking Vietnam" (7 leaves, ca. 3/89); Letter 
(TLS Mar 21, 1989) describes submission to N.B. Christie, requests back issue of 
VNG; Letter (ALS Apr 28, 1989) transmitting manuscript poem "Delay" Letter 
(TLS May 11, 1989) pleased that VNG will publish "Talking Vietnam"; Letter 
(May 20, 1989) wants to send a polished draft of "Talking Vietnam," what 
address should he use?; Letter (TLS May 22, 1989) expressing confusion with 
rejection of his manuscript as too "disjointed" by Christie (letter attached) after it 
was accepted by Kali Tal; Letter (TLS (June 5, 1989) transmitting revised version 
of manuscript (not present); Letter (TLS June 18, 1989) thanks for explanation of 
mix-up; 4 Letters (TLS Dec 3 and 30, 1989, Aug 14, 1990 and undated) inquiring 
on status of education issue; Letter (Oct 23, 1990) thanks for news on delay in 
publication of education issue; Letter (Nov 26, 1991) inquiring on status of 
education issue] 

James, David.  (School of Cinema, Univ. of Southern California)  [Manuscript review of 
David A. Willson The REMF Returns (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Janko, Jim.  (San Francisco, CA)  [Letter (TLS Jan. 8, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
short story “My son, Nov. 19, 1990” (11 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7/1-2]] 

Jason, Philip K. [16 Letters (TLS June 7, 1988-Feb. 25, 1994); (2 Letters TLS from 
others to Jason); misc. Postcard, release forms; Manuscript essay “Speaking the 
language of pain: Vietnam War literature in the context of a literature of trauma”  
by Kali Tal as published in Landing zones edited by Jason (49 leaves, Sept 7, 
1989); Off print of article “Sexism and racism in Vietnam war fiction” Mosaic 
23/3 (summer 1990), p. 125-37] 

Jeffords, Susan.  (Dept. of English, Univ. of Washingto, Seattle, WA)  [Manuscript essay 
"Point blank: shooting Vietnamese women" (2 copies, 22 and 25 leaves, the latter 
with ms emendations, n.d.); Letter (ALS Nov. 8, 1989) transmitting extensively 
revised page proofs of “Point blank…" and publishing contract (30 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 1/3-4]; Manuscript essay "Rape and the Winter Soldier" (13 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 5/1-4]] 

Jenson, Lu I.  (see Johnson, Lu I.) 
Johnson, Lu I. (Lucille I.).  (Boulder, CO) [Letter (ALS Jan. 9, 1994) inquiring on status 

of "A counselor's counselors, 1963" [VNG 5/1-4 as Lu I. Jenson]] 
Joyce, Frederick.  (Acton, MA)  [Letter (TLS Aug. 31, 1993) transmitting prose fiction 

manuscript Spartan High originally written as a thesis for Emerson College's 
graduate program in writing, with synopsis (manuscript not present)] 

Junot, John A.  (see under Hall, Mitchell A.) 
Karlin, Wayne.  (Lexington Park, MD)  [Letter (TLS Apr. 30, 1990) transmitting 

manuscript short story “Moratorium" (14 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 3/1]; Letter (TLA 
May 14, 1992) transmitting manuscript short story “The Last VC" (9 leaves, n.d.) 
from what he hopes will be his next book] 

Katopes, Peter.  (Office of the Dean, University College, Adelphi Univ., Garden City, 
NY)  [Letter (TLS Feb. 18, 1989) transmitting manuscript essay "The new 
Indochina war" for the "Teaching the war" issue of VNG (19 leaves, n.d.); Letter 
(TLS May 16,1989) transmitting publishing contract and bibliography for article 



(2 leaves, n.d.) with brief biographical blurb; Letter (TLS Feb. 17, 1993) 
transmitting corrected page proofs of article (13 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Katsiaficas, George.  (Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA)  [Letter (ALS 
1990?) transmitting publisher's announcement for his The imagination of the new 
left and requesting sample VNG issue; Letter (TLS July 5, 1990) thanks for letter 
of May, will send a review copy of book] 

Kendall, Nancy.  (Auburn, WA)  [Two Letters (TLS Aug. 1, and 22, 1994) concerning 
subscription, personal news and a bibliography on disc] 

Kennedy, Timothy F.  (Flushing, NY)  [Two manuscript poems marked "1st version": 
"This isn't the way it could've been" and "Sure" (2 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Jan. 
30, 1994) pleased VNG wants to published poems, but has reworked them since 
original submission and encloses inproved versions (3 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS 
July 7, 1994) transmitting corrected page proofs (2 leaves, n.d.) and final proofs 
(2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]; Letter (TLS Sept 29, 1994) inquiring on publishing 
statuts] 

Kerlin, Jack C.  (Winnebago, IL)  [Letter (TLS Apr. 7, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
poem "Voices at the Wall" (4 leaves, n.d.)] 

Kern. Louis J.  (Prof. of History, Hofstra Univ., Hempstead, NY)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 12, 
1993) compliments on VNG conference, with manuscript essay "Eros on the new 
frontier: the Ginzburg case and the limits of liberal tolerance" (61 leaves, n.d.); 
Letter (TLS Oct. 6, 1993) will send copy of article on disc; Letter (TLS Oct 29, 
1993) transmitting disc (not present); Letter (TLS Nov. 5, 1993) gives details on 
disc format and a brief biography; Printout of article (60 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS 
July 15, 1994) transmitting corrected page proofs of article (ca. 40 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 6/1-2]] 

Kerry, John. [Bay State Veterans Briefing May 1986 v. 2 #1 (news from John Kerry)] 
Ketwig, John.  (Hackettstown, NJ)  [Letter (TLS Dec. 23, 1992)] responding to letter 

from Kali Tal, questions about conference presentation, and manuscript copy of 
presentation “Beatles, Beach Boys, Leave it to Beaver, Mustangs, GTO’s, 
Freedom Marches, A sexual revolution, A war, and PTSD: a generation shaped 
and shunned” (11 leaves, 1993)] 

Kiang, Peter N.  (Joiner Center, Univ. of Massachusetts, Boston)  [Letter (ALS Dec. 8, 
1988) transmitting manuscript paper (unnamed, not present) and recommending 
names as editors for 5th issue; Letter (TLS Feb. 26, 1990) transmitting a more 
appropriate article "Southeast Asian parent empowerment: the challenge of 
changing demographics in Lowell, Massachusetts" (16 leaves, c1990); Letter 
(Sept. 12, 1990) transmitting revised page proofs of article (11 leaves, n.d.) with 
signed contract [VNG 2/3]] 

Kiernan, Ben.  (Senior Lecturer, Dept. of History and Politics, Univ. of Wollongong)  
[Letter (ALS Sept. 2, 1988) transmitting manuscript article "The American 
bombardment of  Kampuchea, 1969-1973" (not present) [VNG 1/1] with 
"Phnomh Penh University Library appeal" (1 leaf, n.d.); Letter (ALS Mar. 2, 
1989) inquiring on publication status; Letter (ALS, 1989? On Yale Univ. 
letterhead) congratulations on double issue [1/3-4?]; Letter (TLS Aug 15, 1990 
from Karen A. Yang, Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Project, Univ. Of 



Minnesota) thanks for sending first issue of VNG with Ben Kiernan's article, do 
you want a copy of the review?] 

King, April  (Glendale, OR)  [Letter (TLS Oct. 28, 1994) transmitting manuscript essay 
“Wishing the lightning” and granting permission to publish (8 leaves, c1993) 
[VNG 7/1-2]] 

King, William M.  (Center for Studies of Ethnicity and Race in America, Univ. of 
Colorado at Boulder)  [Publishing contract for "Our men in Vietnam" (1 leaf, May 
8, 1989); Letter (ALS May 21, 1990) transmitting copy of “Black America and 
the war in Vietnam” syllabus (4 leaves, 1989); Letter (ALS June 9, 1994) 
transmitting manuscript essay "Jackson State College: the lost episode in antiwar 
protest" (11 leaves, n.d.); Corrected page proofs for Jackson State article (4 
leaves, rec'd Jul 13, 1994) [VNG 6/1-2]; Corrected page proofs for an article by 
Lisa Hsiao "Project 100,000" in the VNG issue which King edited (leaves 5--6, 9-
10, 12, 19-22, n.d.) [VNG 1/2]] 

Kingston, Maxine Hong  (Dept. of English, Univ. of California, Berkeley) [Letter (TLS 
Mar, 15, 1994 from Katherine B. Roseguo, personal secretary for MHK) thanks 
for copy of VNG and congratulations on publication of World of hurt] 

Kinney, Katherine.  (Dept. of English, Univ. of California, Riverside)  [4 Letter (TLS 
Apr. 6, 1988) transmitting copy of promised paper and proposal (unnamed [on 
John Wayne?] and not present); Letter (TLS July 7, 1988) thanks for comments 
on proposal, comments on misuse of works by veterans, Afro-American criticism, 
plans for work on Wayne; Letter (ALS Dec 12, 1989?) subscription renewal, 
current teaching, PCA and MLA in 1990; Letter (TLS May 15, 1990), 
congratulations on new issues and format, still interested in sharing editorial 
duties on newsletter] 

Kirschke, James J.  (Dept. of English, Villanova Univ.)  [Publishing contract for "A 
tutorial approach to teaching Vietnam War narratives" (1 leaf, July 26, 1989) 
[never published?]; Letter (ALS Sept. 29, 1993) thanks for letter of Sept 23, 
discusses his manuscript Vietnam narrative Not going home alone; Photocopies of 
a newspaper article "One Sunday morning in Vietnam" (May 1990) and a letter to 
the editor (Oct 1990) both published in Diarist's journal] 

Kissinger, C. Clark.  (Washington, D.C.)  [Letter (TLS Dec. 8, 1994) with his vita as 
journalist/activist (1 leaf), requests sample issue of VNG] 

Knorr, William.  (West Swanzey, NH)  [Letters (TLS Apr. 27, 1993) transmitting 
manuscript short stort "R.O.T.C." (6 leaves, c1987); Letter (TLS Oct 5, 1993) 
thanks for accepting story and providing brief biography; Letter (TLS Mar. 2, 
1994) thanks again for agreeing to publish and asking for projected publication 
date [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Kohler, Judy D.  (Reno, NV)  [Letter (TLS Jan. 18, 1983) transmitting manuscript short 
story "Operations" (14 leaves, n.d.) with brief biography; Letter (TLS Oct. 7, 
1994) thanks for including submission "A good way to die" on schedule for 
Sixties Generation conference in Nov. but her husband, disabled by PTSD, suffers 
extreme stress at the thought of the presentation "The myth of the spat-upon 
Vietnam veteran" and therefore she will not be able to attend] 

Kolko, Gabriel.  (Dept. of History, York University, Ontario, Canada)  [Letter (TLS May 
27, 1988) requesting information about VNG; Letter (TLS July 7, 1988) thanks 



for June 24 letter, leaves his participation as Board member up to K. Tal, 
comments on informal network of scholars and other possible mailing lists; Letter 
(TLS July 29, 1988) thanks for letter of July 13 and transmitting list of names of 
potential contacts; Letter (TLS Sept 7, 1988) no ideas on grant sources in US, 
comments on using commercial publisher or Center for International Policy in 
DC; Note (TLS Sept 16, 1988?) with suggestion by Jim Morrell for funding 
source; Letter (TLS June 12, 1989) requesting copy of first issue; Letter (ALS 
May 11, 1994?) with photocopy of New Press announcement of revised edition of 
Anatomy of a war (1 leaf, published in 1994)] 

Krikun, David  (State Univ. College, New Paltz, NY)  [7 Letters (ALS Nov 3, 1990-June 
30, 1993, with several undated) subscription requests and brief comments] 

Kroncke, Francis X.  (Ramona, CA)  [Letter (TLS Oct. 13, 1992) transmitting manuscript 
essay “Vietnam undeclared” (50 leaves, n.d.)] 

Kuebrich, David.  (American Studies, George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA)  [Letter (TLS 
Nov. 15, 1989) liked issue on race and Vietnam, arranged for GMU library to 
subscribe and requests two individual subscriptions, describes anti-war 
background and current teaching and research interests] 

Kuntz, Laurie.  (Brooklyn, NY)  [Letter (TLS May 25, 1992) wife of Steven DeBonis, 
describes her work as MFA student at Vermont College, and with SE Asian 
refugee program for 12 years, and transmits a copy of her thesis “The memory of 
experience: the impact of the Vietnam War on contemporary poetry” (MFA)--
Vermont College, 1991 ([30] leaves with manuscript emendations, May 1991)] 

Kunz, Don.  (Prof., Dept. of English, Univ. of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI)  [10 Letters (9 
TLS and 1 ALS Feb 25, 1988-Apr 27, 1993); Publishing contract for "First blood 
redrawn" (Aug 29, 1988) [VNG 1/1]; Poem "Vietnam War memorial" (1 leaf, 
n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Kyle-Keith, Roger.  (Baltimore, MD)  [Letter (TLS recd June 29, 1994) transmitting 
manuscript short story “Coming home from war" (8 leaves, n.d.) with brief 
biography] 

Lafeber, Walter.  (Dept. of History, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY)  [Letter (TLS undated 
1988?) thanks for letter of Aug. 16, good to hear VNG is starting but cannot join 
advisory board] 

Lahiri, Utpal. [Letter (ALS recd July 15, 1994) inquiring on status of check] 
Lam, Andrew.  (Pacific News Service)  [Photocopies of an article about Lam and five 

newspaper articles by Lam: "The dragon's breath: monks and priests wage 
spiritual warfare in Hanoi" Japan times weekly (Dec 4, 1993); "'Heaven and earth' 
centered in U.S." San Francisco chronicle (Dec 31, 1993); "Back to the future -- 
in Asia" Japan times weekly (Feb 19, 1994); "The end to a Vietnamese exile 
culture" Star tribune (Feb 28, 1994); "Love, money, prison, sin, revenge" Los 
Angeles times magazine (Mar 13, 1994); and "Andrew Lam packs a punch with 
his pen" Asianweek (Nov 5, 1993), p. 13] 

Langenberg, Michelle.  (Mission, KS)  [Letter (TLS Oct. 17, 1993) transmitting 
manuscript short story "Bring 'em back alive" (5 leaves, n.d.) and three poems: 
"#176,421 at Arlington," "Memory is all," and "The last veteran" (3 leaves, n.d.); 
Letter (TLS Jan 26, 1994) thanks for illuminating rejection letter and recounting 
husband's experience of being spat upon] 



Lanquist, Norman.  (Eastern Arizona College, Thatcher, AZ)  [Letter (TLS Nov 8, 1993) 
requesting back issues of VNG; Email (May 26, 1994) with copy of manuscript 
short story "Cannon city" and brief biography (4 leaves); Fax (July 21, 1994) with 
corrected page proofs for "Cannon city" and a corrected draft (12 leaves); Final 
proof (4 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]] 

LaSeur, Michelle.  (Austin, TX)  [Letter (TLS July 18, 1993) transmitting unnamed book 
(not present)] 

Lawson, Melaine Brown.  (Buskhannon, WV)  [Letter (TLS Mar 30, 1993) transmitting 
six manuscript poems: "Voices from the past," "Don't bring mommy flowers," 
"My father's hands," "Vacancy," "Forever 26," and "Journey to you (first trip to 
the Wall)" (6 leaves, n.d.); Letter (photocopy of TLS Apr 5, 1993 from Dan 
Duffy) accepting "Voices from the past"  [VNG 5/1-4]; Letter (TLS Mar 21, 
1994) thanks for acceptance, excited about the Big Book] 

Leech, Steven.  (Newark, DE)  [Letter (TLS Oct 14, 1994) transmitting self-published 
novella Grenada or, paradise trashed Newark, DE: Dreamstreets Press, c1991 (32 
p.; 22 cm.) and outline for a Vietnam war novel Beaucoup mua (3 leaves, n.d.)] 

Leed, Eric J.  (Arts and Sciences, Florida International Univ., North Miami, FL)  [Letter 
(TLS Sept, 1, 1989) would like to contribute essay to gender and war issue; Letter 
(TLS Nov. 28, 1989) transmitting manuscript essay“Violence, death and 
masculinity” (2 copies, 44 leaves ea., Nov 1989) [VNG 1/3-4]] 

Leeper, Carolyn Kay.  (Bremen, IN)  [Letter (TLS Apr. 7, 1994) transmitting preface to 
manuscript “A distance in history" on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (1 leaf, 
n.d.) [not published]] 

Leepson, Marc.  (Vietnam Veterans of America, Washington, DC)  [Letter (ALS July 26, 
1990) transmitting copy of review of VNG (Veteran 10/4 (Apr. 1990)); Letter 
(Apr 12, 1990) transmitting copies of reviews (5 leaves); Letter (ALS Apr 27, 
1994) likes Big Book and will review in July column] 

Lehmann, Robert D.  (Bethany, CT)  [Letters (TLS 1993?) transmitting manuscript short 
story "Drugs" (24 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Oct. 7, 1993) thanks for accepting 
story and transmitting computer disc (not present); Letter (TLS Oct 26, 1993) 
returning corrected page proofs (11 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Leland, Christopher T..  (Dept. of English, Wayne State Univ., Detroit, MI)  [Letter (ALS 
Apr. 6, 1993) congratulations on conference, travel plans; Letter (ALS Oct. 19, 
1993 from Argentina) keep him informed of conference plans; Letter (ALS May 
20, 1994) questions about Nov conference, wants copy of Big Book] 

Lenio, R.A.  (Scottsdale, AZ)  [Letter (TLS Sept. 12, 1993) transmitting manuscript 
poem (not present) and vita (1 leaf)] 

Lewitt, Sharianne  (Washington, DC.)  [Letter (ALS Nov. 30, 1992 from indecipherable 
source) transmitting TLS from "J" about secret identities used by American 
Forces to conceal operations in Southeast Asia (4 leaves, Nov 30, 1992) [n.b. 
purports to be by an individual who participated in such operations but is filled 
with inaccuracies which lead one to believe it is fiction by an uninformed author]] 

Liebler, M. L.  (Dept. of English, Wayne State Univ., and St. Clair Shores, MI)  [Letter 
(Mar 22, 1993) liked conference in Fairfax, possibility of doing a book; Postcard 
(May 7, 1993 New York) doing reading tour of NYC; Letters (TLS June 7, 1993) 
transmitting copy of new book (unnammed, not present), inquires about material 



sent in March; Postcard (Mar 28, 1994) Big Book looks great, is xeroxing 
sections of his next book; Letter (TLS Mar 31, 1994) transmitting manuscript of 
poetry: Stripping the adult century bare  (68 leaves, 1994); Letter (July 31, 1994) 
publication and distribution questions with copies of quotes, additions, artwork, 
etc. (10 leaves); Letter (Oct 31, 1994) transmitting corrected manuscript [page 
proofs?] (81 leaves, n.d.); Letter (Faxed Dec 17, 1994) additions for information 
pages of book; Letter (Jan 5, 1995) transmitting copy of cover mockup; Letter 
(Faxed Jan 12, 1995) with quotes for cover; Letter (Aug 10, 1994) thanks for 
invitation to conference to read poetry, status of The Magic Poetry Band; Letter 
(ALS Apr 27, 1995) book is beautiful, and enclosing check for $2000; Letter 
(TLS (May 22, 1995) transmitting check for $1120 to pay of balance due VNG 
for printing costs, wants to get review copies mailed; Photocopies of 
reviews/articles (ca. 20 items)] 

Lieverman, Theodore M.  (Haddonfield, NJ)  [Letter (TLS Aug. 20, 1992) transmitting 
manuscript essay "A war without a message" (7 leaves, n.d.); Conference program 
Viet Nam 20 years after: voices of the war an oral history symposium at 
Hampden-Sydney College, Sept, 16-18 1993 (24 p. : ill.); Letter (Nov. 17, 1993) 
enjoyed Hampden-Sydney conference in Sept and transmitting publisher's 
announcement (not present); Letter (TLS Mar. 29, 1994) congratulations on Big 
Book and transmitting a contribution and paper on H-S conference "When the 
truth is found" (51 leaves, c1994 "3/21/94 draft"); Letter (TLS June 29, 1994) 
transmitting final draft of H-S conference on disc (not present); Fax of corrected 
page proofs of article (25 leaves, July 26, 1994); Final proofs of article (25 leaves, 
n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]] 

Linenthal, Ed.  (Religious Studies, Univ. Of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, WI)  [Letter (TLS May 
6, 1994) will not be able to make November conference] 

Liss, S. Frederic.  (Lexington, MA)  [Letter (TLS Apr 26, 1993) transmitting manuscript 
short story“Talking of Michelangelo” based on his experience as a law student at 
Columbia in 1968 (20 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Sept 27, 1993) agreeing to 
changes in story, with some further background information; Letter (TLS (Oct 1, 
1993) transmitting revised version of story (22 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Mar 11, 
1994) discussion of computer discs and possibility of publishing novel excerpts; 
Corrected page proofs of story (4 leaves, July 1994); Final proofs (10 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 6/1-2]] 

Lliteras, D. S.  (Virginia Beach, VA)  [Letter (ALS Sept 14, 1993) thanks for VNG notice 
for Into the ashes, would like a copy of next VNG; Letter (ALS June 4, 1994) 
thanks for invitation to November conference, but impossible to attend, 3rd vol of 
Llewellen trilogy will be published in September; Photocopies of reviews (2 
leaves)] 

Long, Gary L.  (Univ. of Mississippi)  [Photocopy of article "A sociology for special 
circumstances: using the Vietnam War in the classroom" Teaching sociology 21/3 
(July 1993), p. 259-70.] 

Loring, Jacqueline M.  (Monument Beach, MA)  [Letter (TLS May 8, 1993) wife of 
Vietnam veteran, describes her poetry relating to the War] 



Luebke, Dave  (Karlsruhe, Germany)  [Letters (ALS and TLS 1986-87) personal 
discussions with some caricatures and one letter from Kali Tal (TLS undated) also 
with personal news] 

Lund, Michael.  (Farmville, VA)  [Letter (TLS June 9, 1995) describing manuscript novel 
Domestic love/domestic violence and transmitting first chapter (3 leaves, n.d.)] 

Lutz, Gretchen.  (Amarillo, TX)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 21, 1994) thanks for surprise package 
of books, sending subscription money, and describing the fiction of John Crocker 
whom she has asked to submit something] 

Lyons, Paul.  (Richard Stockton College, Pomona, NJ)  [Publication contract for "Silent 
majority baby boomers: class of 1966" (1 leaf, Apr 27, 1989) [VNG 1/2]; 
Manuscript essay "Another sixties: the new right" (36 leaves, Mar 1993); Email 
(Jan 6 1994 from Kali Tal) invitation to be on VNG advisory board; Email (Jan 
24, 1994) offering Clinton piece for publication and describing other writing; 
Email (May 12, 1994) on conference and publishing plans; Letter (TLS May 24, 
1994) recommending against publication of Adzema's "The once and future 
generation" with a list of reasons; Corrected page proof of essay "Clinton, 
Vietnam, and the sixties" (6 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7/1-2]] 

Pearsall, Susan  (see under Herbert, Thomas) 
Ross, Frank.  (Mariposa, CA)  [Letter (TLS Nov 13, 1991) inquiry on VNG interest in 

short fiction on veteran's adjustment problems; Letter (TLS (Jan 8, 1992) 
transmitting three chapters from manuscript novel Red-brick square (84 leaves, 
n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 6, 1992) thanks for response, more description of novel 
with synopsis and resumé (2 leaves); Letter (TLS Feb 12, 1992) transmitting 
postage for return of manuscript and ordering back issues of VNG; Letter (TLS 
Feb 13, 1992) explaining some drug references in his manuscript; Letter (TLS 
Mar 30, 1992) requesting update on status of manuscript; Letter (TLS undated) 
transmitting revised manuscript for Red-brick square (27 leaves, n.d.)] 

Ross, Julia.  (Solana Beach, CA)  [Letter (TLS Nov 26, 1991) transmitting manuscript 
poem "Paratroop qualified" (1 leaf, n.d.); Letter (TLS Dec 30, 1991) thanks for 
letter about "Paratroop qualified" and transmitting manuscript poem "The castle 
of Shariat" (2 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Jan 31, 1992) thanks for accepting "The 
castle of Shariat" [VNG 4/1-2]] 

Rottmann, Larry.  (Dept. of English, Southwest Missouri State Univ., Springfield, MO)  
[11 Letters (TLS Sept 13, 1988-Sept 6, 1994) concerning 1987 trip to Vietnam, 
his collection of poetry Voices from the Ho Chi Minh trail, and an art 
exhibition/video As seen by both sides: American and Vietnamese artists look at 
the war; with two postcards from Vietnam (May 1989 and Aug 1991) and three 
b&w photos of Rottmann in Vietnam] 

Rowland, Randy.  (Seattle, WA)  [Letter (TLS Apr 28, 1992) thanks for support, leaving 
VVAW AI was a difficult decision, interested in writing for VNG and the "Real 
Heroes Project"; Letter (TL May 28 1992) confusuion about faxes, describes his 
publishing collective "Collective Media", still interested in writing for VNG; 
Copy of newsletter Presidio 27 mutiny 25th reunion news no. 1 (May 1993) and 
no.2 (Aug 1993); Real heroes poster project (12 computer discs; 3 1/2 in. with 
instruction sheet] 



Sabom, W. Stephen  (Houston, TX)  [Letter (TLS July 2, 1993)) inquiring on status of 
subscription; Letter (TLS Mar 22, 1994) thanks for the Big Book and letter and 
transmitting three offprints of his Vietnam writings: "Back from Moriah: moral 
trauma and the Vietnam veteran" Pastoral psychology 36/3 (spring 1988), p. 172-
86; "Leaves for healing" Voices (spring/summer 1991), p. 1-11; "Judgment at 
Catecka" Voices (fall 1987), p. 51-64.] 

Saksa, Jennifer Ann.  (Newton Falls, OH)  [Letter (TLS Mar. 30, 1994) transmitting three 
manuscript poems "Unknown soldiers," "Victory?," and "Eternal war" (not 
present)] 

Sanua, Victor D.  (Prof. of Psychology, St. John's Univ., Jamaica, NY)  [Letter (TLS 
Dec. 22 1992) transmitting manuscript article “Coping with war berevement 
following the Vietnam War” (19 leaves, n.d.)] 

Scarborough, Jay.  (San Francisco, CA) [Letter (TLS Apr. 7, 1994) likes Big Book and 
suggests review of Bao Ninh's The sorrow of war which has been published in 
England] 

Schoenwald, Jonathan  (Third year student in history, Stanford Univ., Palo Alto, CA)  
[Email (Mar 29, 1994) describing seminar paper "The other counterculture: 
Young Americans for Freedom, 1960-1969"; Letter (TLS Apr 11, 1994) 
transmitting manuscript essay on YAF (not present); Email (May 4, 1994 from 
Kali Tal) paper made it past first stage of review and has been sent to outside 
reviewers for comment] 

Schultz, Paul.  (Madison, WI)  [Letter (TLS Mar 22, 1993) transmitting manuscript short 
story “Making sacrifices” (20 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Schwartz, Rick.  (Miami, FL)  [Excerpt from manuscript novel Some other track chapter 
16 (10 leaves, n.d.)] 

Scofield, James.  (Olympia, WA) [Manuscript poem "A thousand years of war" (1 leaf, 
n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 3, 1994) thanks for accepting poem, will send subscription; 
Letter (TLS July 12, 1994 from Kali TAl) transmitting page proof with Scofeld's 
manuscript reply (1 leaf); Final proof (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]] 

Sconyers, David.  (Washington, DC)  [Letter (TLS (Sept 9, 1993) transmitting eight 
manuscript poems (at the suggestion of Bill Ehrhart) with biographical 
information: "Friendly fire," "34 west line 75," "Old graves," "Memorial day 
1990," "Career ending injury," "Bitter," "Home sweet home," and "Kids" (10 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Oct 13, 1993) thanks for long letter and comments with 
revised version of "Old graves" and a new poem "Arclight"; Letter (TLS Dec 27, 
1993) inquiring on publication status and discussing experience at Vietnam 
Women's Memorial; Letter (TLS Jan 19, 1994) sorry about gender mix up and 
enclosing revised "Old graves"; Letter (TLS July 14, 1994) thanks for proofs and 
providing short biography; Page proofs of "Old graves" and “Arclight" (2 leaves, 
n.d.) [VNG 6/1-2]] 

Scott, Jim.  (New Haven, CT)  [Letter (ALS, 1989?) draft conference proposal “Popular 
culture and the war in Vietnam” (6 leaves); Postcard (Sept 11, 1989)] 

Scripture, Dan.  (VNG Book Review Editor, Univ. of California, Santa Cruz, CA)  
[Letter (TLS Apr 27, 1993) with list of book reviewers for next issue, discusses 
space considerations] 



Searle, William J.  (English Dept., Eastern Illinois Univ., Charleston, IL)  [Letter (TLS 
Aug 28, 1987) thanks for interest in Vietnam area of PCA and accepting proposed 
paper; Letter (TLS April 18, 1988) thanks for mailing list, happy that VNG is 
progressing; Letter (TLS July 15, 1988) accepting proposed panel "Vietnam then 
and now"; Letter (photocopy of TLS, 1989?) announcing his retirement as chair 
of the PCA area chair for Vietnam Studies] 

Seiters, Dan  (Publicity Manager, Southern Illinois Univ. Press, Carbondale, IL)  
[Manuscript short story “Killer, trained and devastating” (23 leaves, n.d.); Letter 
(TLS Oct 6, 1993) thanks for accepting story, will provide copy on Mac disc, 
encloses news release on the SIU Press publication Teaching hearts and minds: 
college students reflect on the Vietnam war in literature; Letter (ALS, no date) 
transmitting computer disc [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Selig, Michael.  (Maastrict, Netherlands)  [Letter (TLS Feb. 18, 1993) thanks for 
publishing article "History and subjectivity" [VNG 5/1-4]] 

Sevy, Grace.  (San Francisco, CA)  [Letter (TLS Apr.21, 1993) thanks for past help and 
enclosing text for ad soliciting interviews] 

Shay, Charles.  (Mahopac, NY)  [Letter (TLS Sept. 28 1993) describing his manuscript 
novel written as the memoir of a Viet Cong soldier (not present)] 

Shay, Jonathan.  (Somerville, MA)  [Email (Mar 19, 1994) response to Bill Ehrhart's 
review of his Achilles in Vietnam] 

Shaw, John.  (Cranston, RI)  [Manuscript short story “War stories” (6 leaves, n.d.) with 
post-it-note from the author listing his other publications] 

Shields, Bill.  (Youngwood, PA)  [Letter (TLS Dec 1992?) transmitting manuscript short 
story “Blood rain” (26 leaves, 12/92); "Looking at Bill Shields" interview by 
Obero in Chiron review no.53 (spring. 1998), p. 14] 

Shimizu, Tomohisa.  (Japan Women's University, Tokyo, Japan)  [Letters and postcards 
(TLS and ALS Dec 20, 1993-Feb 13, 1995) concerning VNG and his lectures and 
students] 

Shirai, Yoko. (Tokyo, Japan)  [Letter (ALS May 8, 1994) ordering copies of VNG gender 
issue] 

Tal, Kali  (see under Hodor, Timothy, Hunt David; Jaffe, Maggie; Jason, Philip K.; 
Luebke, Dave) 

William Joiner Center for the Study of War and Social Consequences  (see under Hunt 
David) 

Yang, Karen A.  (see under Kiernan, Ben) 
 


